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Senate Bill S. 2012 (Murkowski, AK) has secretly swallowed up S. 3085 (Roberts,KS) a Forestry Management Bill that transfers management of any national forest within 100
miles of a tribal reservation, or to any tribe with ancestral or cultural ties to a national
forest. This will give tribal governments: 1) control of all water (snowpack mountain runoff); and 2) let tribal governments determine appropriate uses of the national forests
regarding hunting, fishing, trail-hiking, recreating by non-tribal citizens.
When strong opposition emerged opposing numerous forestry management bills in the
Senate and House that were transferring forestry management to tribal governments,
Senators and Congressmen played "hide the ball" quickly last week by tucking this
egregious Tribal Forestry Management provision into an Energy Bill that is close to a
vote - perhaps this week or next.
Call your Senators and Congressmen and raise holy hell. This could easily transfer
national forestry management to tribes for every national forest in the Western States.

Elaine Willman
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Are Laws Proposed in Congress Intended to
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A number of likely well intended, but poorly r
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easoned and written bills dealing with Indigenous People, U.S. Forest Management, Reservation Water Rights, and Tribal
Governments have been funneled through the U.S. Congress and Senate over the past year and are neatly tucked into the massive Connect the Dots Host
Bipartisan Energy Bill (S.2012) that has broad support from both houses of Congress. What is the connection between
Indigenous People and U. S. Energy Policy? Was this done to hide the true intent of these separate pieces of legislation from the
American public to speed passage of some very unconstitutional legislation, or are our elected representatives just completel y out
of touch with their responsibility to serve the people and defend the U.S. Constitution against all enemies foreign and
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of touch with their responsibility to serve the people and defend the U.S. Constitution against all enemies foreign and
domestic? Are Tribal Governments sovereign nations as many assume, or are we handing State Powers and responsibilities over
to an out of control Federal Leviathan that is intent on honoring U.N. Treaties and policies that promote the Marxist/sociali st
program known as U.N. Agenda 21.

Tonight's program will discuss recently passed legislation that is part of the Energy Bill (S.2012) and why it is important f or
Americans to understand the loss of liberty and the destruction of personal, state and national sovereignty that will follow
passage of this legislation.
Dan Happel - web link

UN Declaration on Rights
of Indigenous Peoples

US Position on this UN
Declaration

Listen to our program live by dialing
(712)-432-0075 code 300748#

Please forward this important call information to
everyone you know

Guests Profiles

Elaine Devary Willman, MPA is the author of
Going To Pieces...the dismantling the United States of
America, first published in 2005. The book reports on first
person visits and experiences of tribal members and citizens
residing on or near seventeen Indian reservations during her
extensive road trip across the country from Washington State
to New York State. Going to Pieces...continues to be a bestseller, some eleven years later, and is now available in a
Second Edition, inclusive of an Index, in book stores and on
all major book website.
In July 2015 Ms. Willman moved to the Flathead Indian
Reservation to assist western Montana landowners defend
against a federal/tribal/state taking of water rights from
landowners, transfer of a public hydropower dam to become a
private tribal government asset, and loss of all control of
water access or rate setting, deeply imperiling the entire food
production in this agriculture-dependent region.
In March of 2016, Ms. Willman published a reference manual
for community leaders and elected officials, now available in
stores and online as well. The reference manual is entitled,
Slumbering Thunder...a primer for confronting the spread
of federal Indian policy and tribalism overwhelming
America.
Elain Willman complete bio

Lawrence Kogan of The Kogan Law Group, P.C., NY, NY
serving as counsel to Western States Constitutional
Rights, LLC possesses more than 25 years of international
business and law experience counseling public and private
clients on cross-border transactional, planning and policy
matters, enabling recognition of the legislative, regulatory,
policy, and trade and investment risks and opportunities their
activities may engender.
Western States Constitutional Rights, LLC is a Montanabased nonprofit entity the mission of which is to promote the
protection of private property rights held by western United
States property owners against reckless federal, state and local
government laws, regulations and policies. Its members are
irrigators, landowners and business owners located on or near
the Flathead Irrigation Project situated within the Flathead
Indian Reservation, and from other areas in northwestern
Montana, but their concerns are widely shared by many
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Montana, but their concerns are widely shared by many
citizens throughout the western and rural United States.
Since 2003, he has briefed U.S. industry and various U.S.
federal agencies, executive offices and congressional
committees concerning how emerging foreign environmental,
health and safety, and intellectual property laws, regulations
and technical product standards are impacting U.S. business'
profitability, technological innovation and international
competitiveness.
Lawrence Kogan complete bio
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THE DAINES' BILL

SHELL GAME
While Senator Daines desperately tries to walk back from his bill S.3014, the fact is he is part and parcel
of a coordinated effort to push globalist U.N. agendas that cede control of our lands and resources
nationwide to Indian tribal control—all while we are kept in the dark.
Daines' response to my exposure of S.3014 has been varied: 1) try to calm things down, 2) failing that
trying to look innocent and accommodating, while hanging onto the idea of off -reservation tribal forest
management, and finally 3) play a shell game by moving the tribal forest management language into
other bills, namely S.3085, S.2012, and HR.2642. It appears their primary strategy now is to get it passed
as an amendment to the S.2012 omnibus, a bill that is far along in the process and up for final vote
before long. Quick! Get it done before the elections preferably, or at least before Obama steps down!
All this is happening even as reservations are declaring themselves separate nations, not subject to state
authority, or even federal authority, and I’ve learned they even have separate standing in the United
Nations! Separate from the federal government! Wow! Thus, in pushing these bills, Daines, Tester, and
the rest expose the fact they no longer fulfill any constitutional duties, and choose instead to represent
foreign and globalist interests.
Meanwhile, the state and county governments remain silent.
Here is my original flyer, as well as a copy of the recent Press Release for those who want to read more
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Here is my original flyer, as well as a copy of the recent Press Release for those who want to read more
details.
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